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This is my forest. My home. It used to be beautiful...

...before the twolegs came and started ripping it apart.

Now they're trying to capture all of the cats who live here... and only StarClan knows what they'll do to them.
SOME OF THESE CATS ARE ROGUES...

...BUT A LOT OF THEM BELONG TO THUNDERCLAN. MY CLAN.

MY NAME IS GRAYSTRIPE.
I'm a ThunderClan warrior.

And I'll die before I let these cats suffer any longer.
THE PLAN'S WORKING SO FAR. I DISTRACT THE TWOLEGS...

...WHILE SQUIRRELPAW LEADS BRAMBLECLAW, RAINWHISKER, AND THORNCLAW INTO THE TWOLEGS' MONSTER.

GO! GO! GET OUT OF HERE!

WE'RE NOT LEAVING WITHOUT YOU, BRIGHTHEART!
GO, PLEASE!

YOU HEARD HER!

MOVE!

THE MONSTER STARTS ROARING, AND THEN RUNS...

...AND I'VE GOT NO CHOICE.

GRAYSTRIPE!
CRASH

SPANG!

GO! JUMP!

SLAM
OH NO...OH NO!

SLAM

GRAYSTRIPE!
CHAPTER 1

I remember the first time I saw Firestar... as clear as yesterday.

Neither one of us had seen more than six moons when I found him in the forest.

He was born and raised a kittpet...

...living a soft, sheltered life in a twoleg nest.
But the way he fought, there was no question.

He was a warrior.

Firstar and I became best friends almost at once.

And there was a prophecy...a message from Starclan themselves.
RUN! RUN, WE HAVE TO STAY AHEAD OF IT!

THEY TOLD US THAT FIRE WOULD SAVE THE CLAN.

FASTER, FIRESTAR, WE HAVE TO STAY AHEAD OF IT.

FIRESTAR?
But now the clan is gone...

Where are you? I can't see you!

Firestar is gone...

And I've never felt more lost and alone.

Where are you?
OW.

STILL HERE...

IT'S NOT A DREAM.

WHY CAN'T IT BE A DREAM?
I'll go mad if I have to stay locked up in this place much longer.
I've been here, with the twolegs, for at least a quarter-moon.

I'm trying to make the best of it.

The food in here is terrible... can't believe I'm supposed to eat this stuff!

But it's cold and wet outside... and warm and dry in here.
The biggest of the twolegs brought me here, to his nest.

He's not going to hurt me, I don't think.

I wonder--is this what Firestar's life was like before he came to the forest?

Am I stuck here now?
THE BIG TWOLEG AND HIS MATE HAVE A COUPLE OF KITS.

THEY LIKE ME A LOT. I THINK THEY MIGHT EVEN LOVE ME.

AND THE THING IS...I DO KIND OF LIKE IT HERE.

IS THAT WRONG? I DON'T KNOW.

YEAH. IT IS WRONG. I'M LOCKED UP HERE.

LOST.
THEN FINALLY...
FINALLY, I GET MY CHANCE!

YES!
STAY INSIDE, KITTY!

HAVE TO GET AWAY FROM HERE, BACK TO THE FOREST, BACK TO THUNDERCLAN!

EXCEPT...
KTAK... KTAK... KTAK... KTAK... KTAK
KTAK... KTAK... KTAK... KTAK... KTAK

...ALL THE SOUNDS...
...ALL THE SCENTS...

TAK TAK TAK TAK TAK TAK TAK TAK
THE FEMALE TWOLEG THINKS I'M SCARED... AND SHE'S RIGHT...

BUT NOT JUST ABOUT ALL THAT CRAZINESS OUTSIDE.

THE TWOLEGs KEPT ME INSIDE THEIR NEST TOO LONG...

AND NOW I CAN'T TELL WHICH WAY IS HOME!
CHAPTER 2

OKAY. NEW DAY. TIME TO TRY AGAIN.

HMM.

THIS ISN'T TOO BAD...
GOTCHA!

THERE HE IS! THERE HE IS!

HAS HE GOT A LITTLE BUGGY-BUG? HAS HE? LITTLE BITTY BUGGY-BUG?
OH, ISN'T HE SO CUTE!

WANNA MOUSEY? WANNA MOUSEY, DO YA?

HUH?

IS THAT A MOUSE? THEY BROUGHT ME A MOUSE!

NO MORE OF THAT LOUSY FAKE FOOD!
WAIT A MINUTE.

THIS IS NO MOUSE.
THIS IS A KITTYPET TOY.

AND I'M NO KITTYPET!

I'VE UPSET THE KITS. I FEEL BAD ABOUT THAT.

BUT I'VE GOT TO STOP PRETENDING I COULD EVER LIVE THIS WAY... AND START EXPLORING.
Maybe I can find my way back to the forest...if I can spot a familiar landmark...

Wuff... Wuff...

Grahr!

Rrrooowr!

Raow!

Mrreeeowrrr!!

Raow! Raow!
Whoa, there!

Hah... hah... hah...

Woo!
DOGS... LITTLE MONSTERS... BIG MONSTERS...

WHUH--

I'M NEVER GOING TO GET OUT OF HERE!
HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN NOW? WEEKS? I CAN’T KEEP TRACK OF THE DAYS.

THE KITS THINK I’LL TRY TO RUN AWAY AGAIN IF THEY LET ME OUT.

HEY! GET DOWN FROM THERE!
BUT THEY'VE GOT TO REALIZE...

...SCARY OUT THERE OR NOT...

...IF I STAY IN HERE MUCH LONGER I'LL EXPLODE.

WHAT'S GOTTEN INTO YOU? STOP IT! STOP IT RIGHT NOW!
I CAN'T TAKE IT HERE ANYMORE!
I JUST CAN'T! I--

HELLO...
I'll show them.

Praise StarClan!

I'll show everyone.

A ThunderClan warrior will not be held pris—
WHAT AM I DOING? ONLY KITS CHASE AFTER MOTHS.

BEING HERE IS TURNING ME INTO AN OVERGROWN INFANT!
TIME TO GO. NOW.
SO FAR SO GOOD.

ONE PLACE LIKE THIS AFTER ANOTHER...

HOW MANY OF THESE THINGS CAN THERE BE?
LOOK AT THAT... THESE TWOLEG PLACES GO ON FOREVER!

MY HEAD STARTS BUZZING LIKE A HORNET'S NEST. IT'S TOO MUCH-- TOO MUCH!

GOT TO GET DOWN... FIND SOMEPLACE TO HIDE... SOMEPLACE TO THINK...
AND JUST WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING?

EXCUSE ME?

THIS IS MY TERRITORY. ANYONE COMES OR GOES HERE, IT'S BY MY SAY-SO. AND YOU DON'T HAVE PERMISSION.

OH--I'M SORRY.

I DIDN'T REALIZE FAT, LAZY KITTYPETS EVER HAD TERRITORY OF THEIR OWN.

RRRRRRRRRRHHH!

HERE'S YOUR FAT AND LAZY!
RRRHIAOW!

UHFF!!

HEY---!

HSSSS!

SITCH!

SCRATCH

MRAOW!
THUNT

THIS FAT, LAZY CAT'S ABOUT TO RIP YOUR HEAD OFF!

RRRHHH....

SNAP!

Yeah! That's right! Tail between your legs, you little runt!
RUN...RUN...GOTTA RUN...
JUST KEEP GOING...

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! BEATEN BY A
KITTYPET! EITHER THAT WAS THE
TOUGHEST KITTYPET EVER BORN...OR--

WHAT IF I'M LOSING MY SKILLS AS A
WARRIOR? WHAT IF I'M GETTING SOFT?

NOBODY'S EVER WON A
FIGHT AGAINST DUKE.

I WOULDN'T FEEL BAD
IF I WERE YOU.
I'm Millie. What's your name?

Uh...Graystripe.

I've seen you around that house with the little boy and girl. You're new in the neighborhood, aren't you, Graystripe?

Yes...you could say that. You live here? You're a...kittypet?

"Kittypet." That's funny!

Yes, I live here.

I haven't spotted you this far from your house before. Do you know how to get back to it?
Um... well... that is...

That's fine, then. I'll show you the way. Come on, follow me!

Well, here we are. It was very nice meeting you, Graystripe.

Thanks.

I'll see you around, then, yes?

But Millie's the first friendly cat I've met since the Twolegs captured me.

Lose a fight with a Kittypet, then get too lost to find my way back here? I want to curl up somewhere and die.

I hope I get to see her again.
I dream that night.

Part of me knows it's a dream, but that doesn't matter. I'm not about to wake up.

Because in dreams, sometimes you can meet cats who are no longer with you.

And when I see the slim, beautiful queen coming toward me...
...PART OF ME DOESN'T EVER WANT TO WAKE UP.

SILVERSTREAM!
IT'S SO GOOD TO SEE YOU...
I'VE MISSED YOU SO MUCH...

HELLO, BELOVED.

I'VE MISSED YOU, TOO,
GRAYSTRIPE. I WATCH OVER
YOU, EVERY DAY AND EVERY
NIGHT.

OH, SILVERSTREAM,
I NEVER THOUGHT I'D GET TO
SPEAK WITH YOU AGAIN...

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?
ARE YOU...ARE YOU HAPPY...
WHERE YOU ARE?

MY SWEET WARRIOR...
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY.
JOINING STARCLAN IS NOTHING
TO FEAR.

YOU SHOULD KNOW, TOO,
THAT I HAVE A COMPANION.
SOMEONE I NEVER HAD THE
PRIVILEGE TO MEET WHILE I
WALKED WITH YOU.

OUR KITS GREW INTO
FINE WARRIORS. I WAS
SO PROUD OF THEM WHEN
THEY WENT ON THE QUEST
TO FIND A NEW HOME FOR
THE CLANS.
FEATHERTAIL...! MY DAUGHTER... OUR DAUGHTER...

HELLO, FATHER. IT'S GOOD TO SEE YOU AGAIN.

I HEARD ABOUT... I MEAN TO SAY, THEY TOLD ME YOU HAD...YOU'RE AT PEACE, THEN...? YOU'RE WITH YOUR MOTHER?

YES, GRAYSTRIPES. I JOINED STARCLAN EVEN AS OUR KITS WERE BORN...BUT NOW MY DAUGHTER AND I ARE REUNITED.

FEATHERTAIL...YOUR BROTHER, STORMFUR...DID HE... HE HASN'T...ALREADY JOINED STARCLAN, TOO?

NO, FATHER. STORMFUR IS ALIVE AND WELL.

BUT NOW WE MUST LEAVE YOU.

WHAT? YOU JUST GOT HERE!

DON'T FRET, BELOVED. REST ASSURED, WE WILL ALWAYS BE WITH YOU...AND YOU WILL SEE US HERE AGAIN.
CHAPTER 3

IT ONLY MAKES ME MORE DETERMINED NOT TO BECOME A KITTYPET.

DREAMING ABOUT SILVERSTREAM...SO BRAVE AND BEAUTIFUL SHE WAS...

I HAVE TO GET TO KNOW THIS PLACE WHERE I'M TRAPPED.

BUT FIRST THINGS FIRST.

AND THE BEST WAY TO LEARN NEW TERRAIN IS TO HAVE A GUIDE. IF I CAN FIND HER, THAT IS.
Millie?

Millie! Can you hear me?

She's not around, stranger.

It's true. We haven't seen or heard from her all day.

But she does come through here, at least sometimes, right?

I suppose, when she feels like it.

We've heard about you, though, stranger.
YES--ARE THE RUMORS TRUE?

WERE YOU REALLY ONCE A WILD FOREST CAT?

DID YOU REALLY EAT BONES?

"BONES," RIDICULOUS!

YES, I ATE BONES—ESPECIALLY THE BONES OF SOFT, LAZY KITTY PETS... LIKE YOU TWO!

THAT WASN'T AS MUCH FUN AS I'D THOUGHT.

I'M NOT A KITTY PET. BUT I DON'T FEEL MUCH LIKE A WARRIOR, EITHER. I REALLY JUST FEEL...

...LONELY.
Finally, a few days later...

Graystripe! Hey, Graystripe!

Wake up!

Hzzzuh?

C'mon, you're sleeping the day away!

Come with me, I've got something to show you!

Turns out Millie's twolegs took her on something called a "vacation"—that's why I couldn't find her.

I don't understand much of what she's saying...

...but when I see Millie's surprise, everything else seems sort of unimportant.
DO YOU LIKE IT? I THOUGHT IT MIGHT REMIND YOU OF YOUR HOME IN THE FOREST.

DO I LIKE IT?
IT'S BEAUTIFUL! I HAD NO IDEA ANYTHING LIKE THIS WAS AROUND HERE!

HOW CAN I REPAY YOU?

I'M JUST GLAD YOU'RE HAPPY.

WELL, COME ON, THEN! LET'S GO!
IT'S LIKE A DREAM. REAL TREES...REAL LEAVES...

...AND--COULD IT BE?

REAL FOOD!
ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

THAT WAS PITIFUL.

I KNEW I WAS GETTING SOFT, LIVING WITH THESE TWO LEGS... BUT I'M MORE OUT OF SHAPE THAN I'D REALIZED.

COME ON. NEVER MIND THE MOUSE. IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY. LET'S JUST ENJOY IT AND TALK FOR A WHILE.

YOU CAN TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR HOME.
IT'S FUN TELLING MILLIE ALL ABOUT THUNDERCLAN.

THE JOY AND LOVE OF CLOSE CLANMATES... THE PRIDE OF FULFILLING MY WARRIOR DUTIES...

...THE INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-RELIANCE THAT NOTHING IN THE WORLD OF A KITTYPET EVEN COMES CLOSE TO.

I GUESS I'M DOING A GREAT JOB, BECAUSE SUDDENLY...

TEACH ME TO HUNT!

...WHAT?

I'M SERIOUS! SHOW ME HOW!
She's serious, all right.

And since I've been both apprentice and mentor, I know exactly where to start.

That's it... That's it... Keep your weight low and evenly distributed. You can't let fresh-kill hear you coming.

Soon we change from movement to scent.

Concentrate... Your nose knows how to do this. You simply have to let it.

Congratulations! You've just scented your first mouse.

Over there! Under that root!
“Now, do you think you’re ready to go and get it?”

Yes!

WELL DONE!

Oh, wow!

Graystripe, it’s delicious!

No surprise what her next request is.
“TEACH ME TO FIGHT!”

SO ALL THE CLAN LEADERS’ NAMES END IN “STAR”?

RIGHT. THAT’S AFTER THEY TALK TO STARCLAN, SEE? THAT’S WHEN THEY GET THEIR NINE LIVES.

AT FIRST, I FIGURE THIS IS NOTHING. SHE’LL SOON LOSE INTEREST.
AND THE MEDICINE CATS... THEY REALLY KNOW HOW TO HEAL WOUNDS AND STUFF?

OH, YEAH, THEY'RE BRILLIANT AT IT! THEY CAN CURE PRACTICALLY ANYTHING.

WOW... THAT SURE SOUNDS A LOT BETTER THAN A TRIP TO THE VET.

BUT SHE DOESN'T LOSE INTEREST... AND SHE'S REALLY GOOD AT IT!

AND WHEN IT GETS COLD... YOU DON'T REALLY KNOW IF YOU'LL HAVE ENOUGH FOOD TO EAT, DO YOU?

THERE'S NO GUARANTEE, NO. BUT THAT'S WHAT WARRIORS DO, IN PART. WE HUNT FOR THE CLAN.

WE GO OUT AND MAKE SURE EVERYONE GETS ENOUGH.
Millie and I end up practicing for days.

It just sounds like such an adventure. Like, every day, you don't know what to expect!

Not like my life here at all.

No...no, it's not like here.

Not one bit.
AND LET ME TELL YOU, I'M GLAD WE GOT ALL THAT PRACTICE TIME IN.

WELL, WOULDJA LOOK AT THAT. A COUPLE OF RUNY LITTLE KITTENS, PLAY-FIGHTING.

HUUU HUUU HUUU...

WE DON'T WANT TROUBLE, DUKE. WE'LL LEAVE. THE CLEARING'S YOURS.

YOU SAY THAT LIKE YOU THINK I'M INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU'RE GONNA DO.

I KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GONNA DO.

YOU'RE GONNA TAKE A SERIOUS BEATING.
GRAYSTRIPE -- WE SHOULD REALLY BE GOING NOW...

NO. A WARRIOR STANDS AND FIGHTS.

OH YEAH? AND WHO'S THE WARRIOR HERE? NOT ME, I'M PRETTY SURE!

SHE'S PROBABLY RIGHT. WE'RE OUTNUMBERED.

BUT THIS KITTYPET'S ALREADY MADE ME SCAMPER AWAY ONCE. NO WAY AM I GOING TO LET THAT HAPPEN AGAIN. NO WAY.
Right off the bat, Millie's awesome.

Hisssss

That cat is one fast learner!
BUT I THINK I CAN END THIS FIGHT RIGHT NOW.

CHLOMP

HHISSSS! LET GO! LET GO LET GO!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING? YOU COULDN'T HAVE KILLED ME!

WHAT A PAIR OF SAVAGES YOU TWO ARE!
ALL OF A SUDDEN, MEMORIES HIT ME. THE FIGHT WITH SHADOWCLAN...

...AND BLOODCLAN...

...AND ALL THE OLD FEELINGS COME RUSHING BACK.

ALL THE OLD FEELINGS OF WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A WARRIOR.
SOMETHING ELSE STARES ME IN THE FACE TOO. THIS PLACE, THIS LIFE, THIS PLAY-FIGHTING...

I'M NOT A WARRIOR ANYMORE.

THAT WAS INCREDIBLE! I'VE NEVER DONE ANYTHING LIKE THAT! YOU WERE INCREDIBLE!

DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT MEANS THAT YOU BEAT DUKE? NOBODY BEATS DUKE!

Yeah...I guess.

GRAYSTRIP... I SEE YOU IN A NEW LIGHT NOW. I SEE YOUR WORLD. YOU DON'T BELONG HERE, LIVING WITH THE TWOLEGs!

YOU SHOULD GO AND REJOIN YOUR CLAN AGAIN!

...Huh?

I MEAN... WHY NOT? YOU DO WANT TO GET BACK TO YOUR CLAN, DON'T YOU?

...NN...Nah.

...That's not going to happen.

I don't want to talk about it.
BUT--

LOOK, I CAN'T, ALL RIGHT? I DON'T KNOW HOW TO GET THERE!
PLUS THUNDERCLAN MIGHT HAVE MOVED, OR, OR EVEN BEEN DESTROYED.

I JUST...I JUST CAN'T.

THEN I GUESS YOU DON'T KNOW ME VERY WELL, HUH?

YOU'VE NEVER STRUCK ME AS SOMEONE WHO'D GIVE UP, GRAYSTRIPE.
CHAPTER 4

TIME FOR BED, KIDS!

AWWW
SILVERSTREAM!

MY BELOVED.

IT HURTS ME TO SEE YOU SO TROUBLED, GRAYSTRIPE.

ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU KNOW WHAT YOU NEED TO DO.

SILVERSTREAM... I JUST DON'T KNOW HOW. I'M SO LOST... AND, AND ALONE, AND...

...I MISS YOU SO MUCH.

I WISH YOU COULD BE WITH ME.
YOU ARE A WARRIOR OF THUNDERCLAN, GRAYSTRIPES. YOUR PLACE IS WITH THEM.

YOU REALLY THINK I SHOULD TRY TO FIND THEM?

I THINK YOU HAVE TO.

I WILL ALWAYS BE WITH YOU, BELOVED.

BUT I THINK YOU'LL FIND...IF YOU LOOK...

"...THAT YOU ALREADY HAVE A TRAVELING COMPANION."
Hey there, kitty! You're up early today here.

There you go, nice and safe.
You shouldn't go out on the roof like that.
Perfect timing.

Good morning, Graystripe.

What's up?

Millie!

Well—I thought about what you said, and, uh, I had this dream... but that's a long story. Here's the thing: I've decided to leave and go find my clan.

That's fantastic!... oh, but that means you're coming to say good-bye, then, doesn't it?

No! I mean... no. No, Millie, I—I wanted to ask you...

You'll come with me, won't you?
COME WITH YOU?

...BUT I THOUGHT... WITH THE HUNTING, AND THE LEARNING TO FIGHT, YOU WANTED TO GO...

GRAYSTRIPES, I CAN'T JUST LEAVE. I HAVE MY WHOLE LIFE HERE.

GRAYSTRIPES, LOOK, I CAN'T JUST MAKE THIS DECISION ON THE SPOT. WHAT ABOUT MY TWOLEGS? I CAN'T ABANDON THEM, CAN I?

I JUST... IT'S ALL RIGHT, I... I UNDERSTAND. I CAN'T ASK YOU TO LEAVE EVERYTHING BEHIND LIKE THIS.

I JUST THOUGHT... NO. IT'S ALL RIGHT. I, UH, I HAVE TO GO NOW.

I'LL MISS YOU. TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF, OKAY?
Back in so soon, dear? Feeling all right, I hope?

Here, let me just get you a treat. Would you like a treat? Perhaps in your favorite spot, hmm?

There we go there we go. Fine dining for my little Deane!

You just let me know if you need anything else, all right?
I just don’t know what to do anymore.

Would you fly away from here if you could?
I'm a wreck. First day isn't even over, and I'm lost as can be.

...and I want to get out of here so bad I can taste it.

This place is nothing like the forest...
UNFORTUNATELY, AS THE DAYS GO BY...
...just getting out of here's a lot easier said than done.
SIX DAYS. I CAN’T REMEMBER NOT BEING HUNGRY...

...AND I’M STOOPING PRETTY LOW TO TRY BEGGING FROM A TWOLEG.

MEW?

GET OUT OF HERE, YOU FILTHY BEAST!
ALL MY LIFE, I'VE TRIED NEVER TO DOUBT THE WISDOM OF STARCLAN.

...I THINK I'M DONE.

BUT AFTER TEN DAYS...

GRAYSTRIPES... GRAYSTRIPES!
WHERE DID YOU G--

SUDDENLY I HEAR VOICES ALL AROUND ME.

THERE'S SANDSTORM...

AND CLOUDBACK...
AND EVEN BLUESTAR, THE FORMER LEADER OF THUNDERCLAN.

BUT THEN ONE GETS LOUDER THAN THE OTHERS...

GRAYSTRIPE!

GRAYSTRIPE, WAKE UP!

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? WHAT'S WRONG?

UHNHH...
OH MY GOSH! YOU'RE BURNING UP!

S...
SILVERSTREAM...

DON’T...DON’T GO... PLEASE...

OKAY. OKAY, I CAN, I’LL HELP, I’LL GET SOME WATER... JUST... JUST STAY HERE AND... AND BE OKAY UNTIL I GET BACK!

SILVERSTREAM...
Millie...How'd you find me?

It wasn't easy, I'll tell you that right now... but, Graystripe, you've been so lost, you've gone in circles for days.

What can I get for you? How can I help?

More water...and maybe a mouse...and please...bring the water in some moss...

That rag tastes awful.
“You’re becoming quite a hunter.”

Well...
I’ll need to be, won’t I?
When I go with you.

What?
You’ve changed your mind?

Are you sure?

Don’t—Don’t you want me to come along?

Yes! Yes, Millie, of course I do!

Will your clanmates like me?

Like you? They’ll love you. They’re my family...
And they’ll welcome you as warmly as...

...as I do.

That’s part of why I tracked you down. I wanted to be as loyal to you as you are to your clan.

I know I can’t exactly miss a life I’ve never known, Graystripe, but...

...I think sharing your life and your path...is the best journey I could possibly imagine.
While I rest, Millie tells me all about what she went through to find me. How she left the area she knew...

...and used every bit of hunting and tracking skill she learned in the woods.

Not to mention a lot of the fighting skill, too.

I'm amazed—and very appreciative—at all she's done.

Graystripe...? Who's Silverstream?

And then she goes and surprises me again.
EXCUSE ME?

SILVERSTREAM. YOU, AH...

CALLED OUT HER NAME. WHEN YOU WERE SORT OF DELIRIOUS.

SILVERSTREAM... WAS MY MATE. SHE WAS FROM A DIFFERENT CLAN, BUT WE FELL IN LOVE.

SHE... DIED. WHILE GIVING BIRTH TO MY KITS.

EVERYTHING WILL BE BETTER AFTER WE FIND YOUR CLANMATES.

MILLIE, I--I'LL NEVER STOP LOVING SILVERSTREAM. BUT SHE'S WITH STARCLAN NOW. AND SINCE I MET YOU, I'M...

I'M NOT LONELY ANYMORE.

I CAN GET US TO THE EDGE OF THE TWOLEG NESTS, BUT AFTER THAT IT'LL BE UP TO YOU.

WELL, THEN...

... WE SHOULD GET GOING.

NOW? ARE YOU SURE?
DO YOU THINK YOU'RE STRONG ENOUGH?

I THINK SO. BESIDES, IF I NEED ANY HELP...

...I'VE GOT YOU, DON'T I?
YES.

YES YOU DO.

TO BE CONTINUED
OH... OH, LOOK AT THAT...

WHAT, YOU DON'T TRUST ME? SEE FOR YOURSELF.

YOU'RE SURE THIS IS RIGHT?

IT'S THE HIGHSTONES! STRAIGHT AHEAD OF US!

I NEVER SHOULD'VE DOUBTED YOU.

YOU'RE WELCOME.
My name is Graystripe. I'm a warrior of ThunderClan.

I lived my whole life with my clanmates in the forest... until the Twolegs came.

They captured me and made me live in a Twoleg nest. I didn't think I'd ever escape, or see my clan again. I was lost.

But then I met Millie, a sugary-pet who helped me. She saved my life.

And now the two of us have set out to find ThunderClan. No matter how long it takes, or how far we have to go.
IF THE HIGHSTONES ARE THERE... AND THE SUN'S HITTING THEM FROM THAT DIRECTION...

WE'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK! THE FOREST CAN'T BE THAT FAR AWAY NOW.

COME ON, LET'S GO!

UH... GRAYSTRIPES... WAIT A MINUTE, WAIT A MINUTE.

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO CROSS THAT THUNDERPATH, ARE YOU?
Well, yeah. We're going to cross it.

But--but, we can't! It's too big! We have to find some other way!

Whoosh

Millie, what're you talking about? You grew up around Thunderpaths!

Not like this! This is the big kind. The kind you stay away from.

I've never crossed one like this before.

Hey, it's okay. It's okay. There's nothing to it. And I'll help you, too. You just stay with me, and it'll be fine.

All right? Do you trust me?

Yes...

Then just stay by me. Go when I go, do what I do. Can you do that?
WHOOSH

OOOH... I DON'T KNOW... I DON'T KNOW IF I CAN...

LOOK--SEE THAT GAP IN THE MONSTERS?

READY?

RREEOOWR!

NOW, SEE? WASN'T THAT JUST FINE?

PANT PANT PANT

OKAY, HERE COMES ANOTHER GAP. READY?

GO!

SEE, THERE'S NOTHING TO--

MILLIE?
MILLIE!

MILLIE, COME ON!

YOU DID IT THE FIRST TIME!

IT'S JUST SO LOUD...

AND THERE ARE SO MANY OF THEM, AND THEY SMELL SO AWFUL...

I KNOW, BUT WE CAN'T STAY OUT HERE! IT'S NOT SAFE.
COME ON!
COME ON!

OKAY, OKAY!

YOU COULD'VE BEEN NICER ABOUT THAT.

WE NEED TO KEEP MOVING. ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

I GUESS.

THEN LET'S GO.
MILLIE DOESN'T STAY MAD AT ME FOR TOO LONG. I'M GLAD...

...BECAUSE, EVEN THOUGH I'M TRYING NOT TO SHOW IT, I'M AWFULLY TIRED.

WHEN SHE FINALLY REALIZES HOW WORN OUT I AM, MILLIE SUGGESTS WE GO AHEAD AND STOP FOR THE NIGHT.

STAYING LOST IN THE TWOLEGPLACE FOR SO LONG, WANDERING AROUND, PRACTICALLY STARVING, TOOK ITS TOLL ON ME.

I'M NOT ABOUT TO ARGUE WITH HER.
AND THEN... WHEN THE MORNING COMES... IT'S LIKE A BRAND-NEW WORLD.

WOW... I GUESS I NEEDED A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP. HOW'RE YOU FEELING?

GRAYSTRIPE? IS SOMETHING WRONG?

NO--NO, NOT AT ALL! MILLIE, I CAN FEEL IT AGAIN! THE SUN, THE WIND... THE FOREST...

I FINALLY KNOW HOW TO GET HOME!
FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE I GOT SHUT INSIDE THE TWOLEG’S MONSTER AND TAKEN AWAY, THINGS SEEM RIGHT.

I KNOW I’LL FIND MY CLAN AGAIN NOW.

CONGRATULATIONS! THAT’S YOUR FIRST VOLE, ISN’T IT?

MMPH!

...DESPITE A COUPLE OF EMBARRASSMENTS...

"I CAN FISH," HE SAYS. "I’LL CATCH US A MEAL," HE SAYS.

I NEVER WANTED TO BE APART FROM THEM. I NEVER WANTED TO BE THIS FAR AWAY. BUT WITH MILLIE BY MY SIDE...

...AS THE TIME GOES BY, I THINK I’M STARTING TO ENJOY THIS JOURNEY.
So when good cats die... they go and join StarClan?

That's StarClan. Right up there.

That's right. They're all up there right now... looking down on us, watching out for us.

You know, Graystripe, I never knew life could be this way. All this space... all this freedom.

I could keep traveling with you like this forever.
IT’S BEEN A COUPLE MORE DAYS NOW.

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT KIND OF OBSTACLE WILL GET DUMPED IN YOUR WAY, THOUGH.

THE HIGHSTONES ARE FARThER AWAY THAN I’D THOUGHT, BUT WE’RE STILL MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

WE’VE GOT TO CROSS HERE. ARE YOU ALL RIGHT WITH THAT?

I...I THINK SO...

MILLIE, THIS IS A TINY THUNDERPATH. THIS IS LIKE THE ONES AROUND YOUR TWOLEG NEST.

I KNOW. I KNOW. I’LL...I’LL BE ALL RIGHT.
Okay, you're doing great, just--

What're--?

This is not the place to rest!

I'm not ready!

Just give me a second, would you?

Millie, we don't have time--

Skreee
OH, NO...

OW! HEY! OW!

YOU DON'T HAVE TO DRAG ME, YOU'LL MAKE US FA--

--AAALLLLL!

BUMP

UHNNH!

WAS THAT REALLY NECESSARY?

YOU WOULDN'T BE ASKING THAT QUESTION IF YOU'D SEEN THE MONSTER THAT WAS ABOUT TO KILL US.
WHERE ARE WE? WHAT IS THIS PLACE?

THESE LEAVES ARE SO ROUGH.

I'M NOT SURE... BUT THIS IS THE WAY WE HAVE TO GO. COME ON, IT LOOKS LIKE THERE'S A PATH UP AHEAD.

AND WHAT'S THAT NOISE? IT'S GETTING LOUDER.

VRAAHR

ANOTHER MONSTER!

RUN!
WAIT--NO, STAY WITH ME! DON'T RUN AWAY...!

MILLIE! WHERE ARE YOU?

I CAN BARELY TELL UP FROM DOWN. THESE PLANTS ARE EVERYWHERE, AND THAT MONSTER'S SO LOUD. I HAVE TO FIND MILLIE! I HAVE TO GET--

--HELP?

MAYBE THERE'S SOMEBODY HERE...
...SOMEBODY WHO KNOWS ABOUT THE MONSTER...

SOMEBODY WHO CAN GET MILLIE SOMEPLACE SAFE.

HELLO? HELLO? I NEED HELP! IS ANYONE HERE?
HEY!

I'm not going to hurt anybody!

Hey, up there!

I just need--

Raaow!

Get out!
THIS IS OUR BARN!

GET OUT!

YOU HAVE TO HELP ME!

NO. NOT IN THE DAYLIGHT.

MY FRIEND IS LOST, OUT IN THOSE PLANTS! AND THERE'S A MONSTER IN THERE!

IT'S NOT SAFE.
WE'RE JUST TRAVELERS. WE DIDN'T MEAN TO GET LOST IN THAT FIELD. WE'LL LEAVE AS SOON AS WE CAN.

YOU HAVE TO HELP ME! IF YOU DON'T, SHE'LL DIE!

HUSKER...?

DON'T LEAVE ME!

IT WOULDN'T TAKE LONG, JUST TO SET THEM ON THEIR WAY.

HUSKER, NO! IT'S TOO DANGEROUS...!
ALL RIGHT.

FOLLOW ME.

STAY CLOSE... AND ONCE WE'RE OUTSIDE, RUN AS FAST AS YOU CAN TILL WE'RE IN THE CORN.

LOOKS CLEAR.

NOW RUN!
I DON'T KNOW WHY THEY'RE RUNNING SO FAST, BUT RIGHT NOW IT'S NOT IMPORTANT. I'M JUST GLAD OF THE HELP.

LISTEN. THE CORN MONSTER ONLY MOVES IN STRAIGHT LINES, FROM ONE SIDE OF THE FIELD TO THE OTHER. GOT IT?

IF YOU KNOW WHERE IT IS, YOU CAN STAY OUT OF ITS WAY.

THE MONSTER SOUNDS LIKE IT'S EVERYWHERE, BUT I DON'T HAVE ANY CHOICE BUT TO TRUST HUSKER.

MILLIE! MILLIE! CAN YOU HEAR ME?

WE'LL SEPARATE AND LOOK FOR YOUR FRIEND. THAT'LL BE FASTER.

MILLIE!

BUT NOT EVEN A MINUTE GOES BY BEFORE ONE OF THE BARN CATS COMES THROUGH IN A BIG WAY.

MILLIE! YOU'RE OKAY!
GRAYSTRIPE...?

COME ON, WE NEED TO GET BACK TO SHELTER!

OH, GRAYSTRIPE, I WAS SO SCARED! I RAN AND RAN, AND THESE LEAVES SCRATCHED MY EYES...

THERE! YOU'RE BOTH OUT OF THE CORN! NOW GO!

HUkker... It's HUkker, right?

Can we please get some help for my friend?

We did our part. She's out. So go.

But she's hurt.

HHRRRRRH.

COME ON.

Just lean on me... it's all right... you'll be fine...
Millie's eyes are in bad shape. She can barely see the ladder to climb it.

Graystripe... my eyes hurt so much...

I don't know what to do...!

Well, whatever it is, do it fast. I want you out of here by nightfall.

Husker!

She's cut her eyes on the corn leaves. Can't you see that?

She's in no condition to travel.

Huh? What're you saying?

I'm saying we can't just put this poor thing out. She needs treatment.
WE DON'T KNOW THEM, MOSS! THIS IS OUR PLACE. OUR SAFE PLACE. WE NEED TO KEEP IT THAT WAY.

DO YOU REMEMBER HOW SCARED WE WERE? HOW LOST AND COLD AND ALONE?

I DO.

I DON'T WANT ANYONE ELSE TO FEEL THAT HELPLESS.

YOU MIGHT BE RIGHT.

GUIDE YOUR FRIEND OVER HERE AND HAVE HER LIE DOWN.

I KNOW JUST THE THING THAT'LL HELP.
YES, RIGHT WHERE IT’S THICKEST. THAT SHOULD WORK.

SOAK IT THOROUGHLY IN THE WATER THERE.

OH...THAT... THAT DOES FEEL BETTER.

THANK YOU.

MY NAME IS GRAYSTRIPE. THIS IS MILLIE.

OUR KITS ARE BIRDY, PAD, RAINDROP, AND LITTLE MEW.

YOU ALREADY KNOW ME. I’M HUSKER.

THIS IS MY MATE, MOSS, AND HER YOUNGER BROTHER, SPLASH.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS LIVED HERE, IN THIS BARN?

NO. NO...

WE USED TO LIVE THERE...IN THAT HOUSE.

A COUPLE OF ELDERLY TWOLEGS TOOK CARE OF US, FED US...LOVED US.

WE HAD A GOOD LIFE. A GREAT LIFE.

BUT THEN THE TWOLEGS BOTH DIED...AND EVERYTHING CHANGED. EVERYTHING ABOUT OUR LIVES JUST...DISAPPEARED.
It was bad enough that our housefolk were gone, but then new twolegs came.

They were younger...and they didn't like us...

...and they brought dogs.

Even when our kits were born, there was no one to help us.

So we came up here. And we've had to live here ever since.

I don't get what he's complaining about.
I know a couple of cats—Ravenpaw and Barley—who stay in a barn on a farm, and they're perfectly happy.

Where do you and Millie live?

Well... as I said, we're traveling. We're on our way back to the forest. To our home.

I'm sorry, Husker, but we're very tired. We have to get some sleep.

Oh—all right, then.

How did you get so far away from your forest?
Millie's still on the mend in the morning.

And in a place like this, I'd be stupid not to get in some good hunting.

Especially since I can smell mouse all over the place.

Or, hey, a bird will do just fine.

SPLISH

RHHEEEAOWR!
ANOTHER STRAY?

GET OUT OF HERE, YOU MANGY THING!

SPLISH

OH, BOYS! COME ON OUT!

AWOOF! AWOOF!

YAP YAP YAP YAP
Gotta run gotta run
where's the barn where's
the barn...

There there there!

Sniff sniff
sniff sniff sniff

Sniff sniff
sniff sniff sniff
DID YOU SEE THAT? THE TWOLEG SPRAYED ME WITH WATER, AND THEN--

I DON'T KNOW WHY YOU'RE SURPRISED. I TOLD YOU THERE WERE DOGS.

I KNOW, I KNOW, IT'S JUST... THE OTHER FARM CATS WE KNOW GET ALONG FINE. THEY KNOW HOW TO STAY OUT OF THE DOGS' WAY THERE...

---THEN I THINK HE WAS TRYING TO GET THE DOGS TO ATTACK ME!

YES, WELL, THERE IS NO STAYING OUT OF THESE DOGS' WAY. NOT DURING THE DAY. THEY COME AND GO AS THEY PLEASE...

AND THE NEW TWOLEGs THINK IT'S A SPORT FOR THEM TO TRY TO CATCH US.

YOU'RE TRAPPED IN YOUR OWN HOME?

YES. IT IS OUR HOME. AND WE WON'T BE DRIVEN OUT OF IT LIKE RATS.

THIS ISN'T RIGHT. THIS ISN'T LIVING, SCAVENGING AROUND, AFRAID TO GO OUTSIDE!

AND WE'VE Fought HARD TO STAY.

YOU HAVE JUST AS MUCH RIGHT TO BE HERE AS THE DOGS OR THE TWOLEGs!

I JUST DON'T SEE HOW WE COULD FIGHT ANY HARDER.
CHAPTER 2

CAN'T SLEEP?

I SLEPT ENOUGH THIS AFTERNOON.

HOW ARE YOUR EYES?

BETTER. STILL A LITTLE SORE, BUT NOT TOO BAD.
I feel really bad for them. Husker and Moss, I mean, and Splash and the kits.

Yeah.

Those kits are so sweet.

It must be so hard, feeling like every single day is a battle.

Part of me wants to tell her that clan life can feel like that, too. Constant battle.

But I keep quiet.
I was pretty surprised when I realized how bad things were for the barn cats here.

But, dogs or not, I can see fat, juicy mice all over that field...

...and it would just be wrong for me not to take a couple of them back to the barn.
YAAAP YAAAP YAAAP YAAAP!

Yeah! Get that mangy cat! Go get him!

This stinks. Guess the mice will have to wait.

YAAAP YAAAP YAAAP YAAAP!

I’ll hide in here until I can figure out what to—
Huh?

Where'd they go?

Oh, no...

I don't know if Splash tried to lead the dogs away from me...

...or if they were after him the whole time.

But he's too little to handle them on his own.
AWOOF! AWOOF!

YAP YAP YAP YAP!

YAAOOWWRR... HISSSS!

GREAT--SO THEY'RE AFTER ME. NOW WHAT DO I DO WITH THEM?

NOT THE BEST CHOICE I'VE EVER MADE...
YAP YAP YAP YAP YAP.

Okay...Okay. I can try to fight them...but I'm outnumbered. I can try to get around them...maybe if I jumped...

Graystripe! It's okay--I'll be right there!

Millie--Millie! What'd you do that for?

Now we're both trapped!
DON'T WORRY.
I'VE GOT THIS.

RUN.

NO.

I WONT!
GO AWAY.

PLEASE?

NO.
I don’t think I’d be more surprised if Firestar floated down out of the sky and licked me on the nose.

Then I think about some of the things ThunderClan has had to face in the past... and I realize again just how valuable Millie is.
DOES THAT ALWAYS WORK ON DOGS?

WELL... NO. BUT I HAD TO TRY, DIDN'T I?

I COULDN'T JUST LET THEM JUMP ON YOU.

COME ON... LET'S GO BACK TO THE BARN.

I HAVE TO TELL EVERYONE HOW AMAZING YOU ARE.

I THOUGHT I WAS SHOCKED BY WHAT MILLIE DID WITH THE DOGS...

IT WAS JUST AMAZING!
...but it was nothing compared with the reaction from the barn cats.

And they just went away? You said the words, and they just went away?

Really, it...it wasn't much. I mean, well...

That makes twice that she's saved my life.

...I could teach you. If you'd like.

You could teach us to speak dog?

And make the dogs leave us alone?

Well...sure.
IT'S NOT WHAT I'D CALL A DIFFICULT DECISION FOR THEM.

STOP!

GO AWAY!

STOP!

GO AWAY!

NO! STOP!

STOP! GO AWAY!
WE SHOULD TRY THAT, TOO.

YEAH--BUT WE SHOULD DO IT BETTER.

OOH! OOH! I KNOW! I'LL BE A DOG!

AREN'T YOU GOING TO PLAY WITH US?

ARF ARF ARF ARF!

NOW YOU BE THE DOG, LITTLE MEW!

NO! STOP!

OKAY!
GARRRRR...

STOP! GO AWAY!

WHAT WAS THAT? I DON'T UNDERSTAND YOU!

STOP! STOP!

I MUST BE HARD OF HEARING! LET ME GET CLOSER!

EEEEP!

YOU'RE NOT BEING A DOG RIGHT!

ARF ARF ARF!
CHAPTER 3

IT’S ALL FINE AND GOOD TO PRACTICE FIGHTING.

BUT WHEN YOU GET INTO A FIGHT...

...EVERYTHING YOU’VE LEARNED CAN JUST VANISH OUT OF YOUR HEAD.

I WAS AFRAID THESE BARN CATS MIGHT FACE THOSE DOGS AND PANIC.

STOP!
GO AWAY!

GUESS I SHOULDN'T WORRY SO MUCH.

YOU KNOW, I'M NOT MAKING LIGHT OF YOUR SITUATION HERE WHEN I SAY THIS, BUT...

...LIVING IN THIS BARN ACTUALLY DOESN'T SEEM SO BAD.
PLenty of mice come in here...
You’ve got shelter...

In many ways you’re right, Graystripe. And, truly, I don’t know if I’d even want to live in the house again.

And I know the dogs aren’t much of a problem anymore. It’s just...

I hate the thought that my kits might never be able to play outside without getting shouted at by an angry Twoleg.

Millie, you don’t know any tricks for dealing with Twolegs, do you?

I’m sorry, I don’t.

It’s never really been a problem for me.

Well...it’s a little embarrassing to say...

What do you mean?

...but I’ve never met a Twoleg before who didn’t pick me up and stroke me.
Although there are plenty of mice in the barn, after three days, I'm bored.

So Millie and I decide to go out for a little bird.

Your hunting skills really are top-notch, Millie. You could compete with the best of ThunderClan easily.

Ah, you're just saying that.

No, I mean it. You--

Hey...look over there.
She's alone. I don't think she poses any threat.

It's not her I'm worried about. How many times have you seen the little one without the big ones around?

Froggy!

Heere, froggy froggy froggy!
AS THICK AS IT IS WITH WEEDS, YOU AND I WOULD HAVE A HARD TIME GETTING OUT OF IT IF WE FELL IN.

SHE’S GETTING PRETTY CLOSE TO THAT POND.

THOSE LITTLE TWOLEGS ARE SO HELPLESS, SHE WOULDN’T HAVE A CHANCE.

FROOOGGGY.

FROOOGGGY.

DO YOU THINK THE BIG TWOLEGS MIGHT NOT KNOW SHE’S DOWN HERE?

MAYBE THAT’S WHY THEY’RE NOT RIGHT BEHIND HER.

YEAH...YEAH, I THINK YOU’RE RIGHT. I NEVER THOUGHT I’D SAY THIS, BUT I WISH THE BIG TWOLEGS WOULD HURRY UP AND GET OUT HERE.

I DON’T WANT TO SEE ANY KIND OF KIT GET HURT.
WHERE'D YOU GO?
WHERE'D YOU GO, FROGGY?

STARCLAN HELP ME...
I CAN'T BELIEVE I'M DOING THIS.

HUUH? GRAYSTRIP---
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

THE BIG ONES HATE US.
BUT THE LITTLE ONE...I MIGHT HAVE A CHANCE WITH.

MOW... MEOW... MRRROW...

MRRROW? MOW.
HAVEN'T BEEN INVITED TO A SINGLE PARTY SINCE WE MOVED INTO THIS PLACE, AND I JUST--

HEY--WHAT'S SHE DOING DOWN THERE?

I THOUGHT YOU WERE WATCHING HER!

AND THERE'S ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE FILTHY FARM CATS

DON'T STEP ON THE PLANTS, DEAR!

SHOO! GO ON! GET AWAY!
GREAT. HERE COME THE BIG ONES.

BUT I DON'T THINK THEY KNOW JUST HOW CLOSE THEIR DAUGHTER IS TO FALLING IN.

PRRRRRRIP! RAOW.

CAN'T TAKE THE CHANCE.

MEOW... MEEEEOW, RAOWRRR...

FROGGY... COME BACK HERE, FROGGY!
OH, NO—OH, NO! SHE'S TOO CLOSE TO THE EDGE!

I'VE GOT TO GET DOWN THERE!

WAIT! DON'T SPOOK HER!

IF SHE GETS STARTLED SHE COULD FALL RIGHT IN!

FROG FROG FROG FROG FROG...
Mew! Prrrrriiiip, mew!

Wait... what is that cat?

Come on... come on...

Meow!

Hm?
LITTLE BITTY KITTY, ITSY BITSY KITTY.

YES! IT'S WORKING!

THAT WAS REALLY WELL DONE, I HAVE TO SAY.

YEAH?

YEAH.

I CAN'T WAIT TO TELL EVERYONE HOW MY BRAVE, TOUGH WARRIOR SAVED A LITTLE TWOLEG...

WHAAAA--HUH? YOU WOULDN'T!

BY ACTING CUTE.

PLUS I'M SURE THE REST OF YOUR CLAN WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.

MILLIE...!
Honey stay right there!

Two kitties!

Purrr...
I know we've just done a good thing.

And I know not all twolegs are bad.

But when they get this close...

It's too much. I can't do this. Not yet.
MILLIE TELLS THE BARN CATS ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE TWOLES. SHE DOWNPLAYS THE WHOLE “CUTE” THING, FOR WHICH I’M GRATEFUL.

BUT I’M NOT EVEN REALLY LISTENING. THIS HAS JUST DRIVEN HOME THE POINT THAT I KEEP COMING BACK TO, OVER AND OVER.

I BELONG IN THE FOREST... NOT HERE.
THE MOONLIGHT LOOKS GOOD ON YOUR FUR.

MILLIE, WHAT'S WRONG? IS IT...

...IS IT ABOUT THE TWOLEG'S TODAY?

YOU KNOW, YOU DON'T HAVE TO COME AND COMFORT ME EVERY TIME I'M AWAKE AND YOU'RE NOT.

YOU KNOW ME PRETTY WELL.
WHEN...
WHEN I WAS A KITTYPET...
THE TWOLEG I LIVED WITH?
LITTLE YOUNG ONES SOMETIMES
CAME TO VISIT.

OH, MILLIE... YOU MISS
YOUR HOUSEFOLK A LOT, DON'T YOU?

THEY ALWAYS HELD
ME AND STROKED ME AND
GAVE ME TREATS.

SOMETIMES I DO.

THEY LIKED
TO CURL UP WITH
ME AND NAP.

RIGHT NOW I DO.

I'VE ASKED YOU TO
GIVE UP SO MUCH. IS IT... IS
IT TOO MUCH?

MILLIE... DO YOU WANT TO
GO BACK TO YOUR TWOLEG?

I'VE ASKED YOU TO
GIVE UP SO MUCH. IS IT... IS
IT TOO MUCH?

SHE'S TAKING SO
LONG TO ANSWER!

I SIT QUIETLY, WAITING.

I CAN HEAR HER BREATHING.
AND THEN...
NO, GRAYSTRIPE.

MY HOME IS WITH YOU NOW.

WHEREVER THAT MAY BE.
WHEN THE SUN COMES UP THE NEXT MORNING I WAKE UP WITH A FEELING. AT FIRST I CAN'T TELL WHAT IT IS...

...BUT BY THE TIME MILLIE AND I GET BACK FROM HUNTING, IT STARTS TO GET CLEARER.

IT'S THE FEELING THAT THINGS ARE ABOUT TO CHANGE AGAIN.

MILLIE.

LOOK. IT'S ALL OF THEM.

GOOD STOP! NOW KICK IT BACK TO ME!
GET OUT OF HERE, YOU MANGY CRITTERS!

POP

HISSSSS!!

BOING

GO ON, GET—

—HARK

YOU ARE NOT TO BOTHER THOSE CATS, DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME?

THEY'RE OUR FRIENDS!

YES, MA'AM.
MILLIE...DID WHAT I THINK JUST HAPPENED, ACTUALLY HAPPEN?

I'M NOT SURE. BUT... YEAH, I THINK IT DID.

COME ON.

I'VE GOT AN IDEA.

ARE THEY FOLLOWING?

NOT YET.

BUT I THINK THEY'RE GOING TO.
CAN YOU GET THEM TO STAY RIGHT HERE FOR A MINUTE?

YEAH, I GUESS... GRAYSTRIPE, WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

IF I'M RIGHT? FIX WHAT'S BROKEN.

IF I'M RIGHT... AND IF I CAN CONVINCE MOSS TO GO ALONG WITH THIS.

TAKE MY KITS DOWN THERE? TO THE TWOLEGS? YOU'RE CRAZY!

MOSS, YOU'VE GOT TO TRUST ME ON THIS.

BUT THEY'LL HURT MY KITS!

THEY WON'T. JUST... JUST COME HERE AND LOOK, OKAY?
They've realized that whatever they thought we were, they know we're not. Plus, if anything happens, we'll carry the kits right back up here. I promise.

Well... I guess... I guess we could try...

Moss is braver than she gives herself credit for, and the kits don't have to be persuaded.

Look how much room there is down here!

This is great!

We're going downstairs! We're going downstairs!

The barn... the farm... they're not my home. Millie and I don't belong here.

But if we can make it a safe, happy place for the cats who do...

Mew?
Kitty!

Well, we have to try, don’t we?

What are you doing?

How could you bring my kits down here, with... with those twolegs?

Husker... they’re in no danger anymore. Don’t you see that?

But... but...!

This is your chance. The twolegs’ attitude has changed. Now yours can, too.

The time for mistrust and hostility is past.
WELL...I...I...

...IF WE COULD LIVE HERE IN PEACE...

HEY! YOU TWO!

GO AWAY!

ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT! WE WERE JUST CURIOUS; YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RUDE.
I'm pretty sure I know what I'm looking at here.

I'm looking at the barn cats' future and it's a good one.

Time for us to go, I think.

Wait! Wait! Don't go!

Agreed.
NOT BEFORE
I CAN SAY THANK YOU

READY?

YEP.

THEN LET'S GO HOME.
"LET'S GO HOME."
Those words buzz around my head like bees now.

I CAN'T BELIEVE I THOUGHT THE FOREST WAS CLOSE. WE'VE BEEN SLOGGING THROUGH THE FREEZING WET FOR DAYS.

HOW COULD I HAVE TAKEN MILLIE AWAY FROM A PLACE WHERE SHE WAS SAFE AND WARM AND LOVED, AND NEVER COLD OR HUNGRY?

HOW COULD I DO THIS TO HER?

THIS... WAIT. THIS ISN'T RIGHT...

GRAYSTRIPED WHAT'S WRONG?

I-- THIS LOOKS LIKE A PLACE I KNOW, BUT... BUT IT'S NOT. IT CAN'T BE.
It's the same, but it's not, and...and I...I just don't know...

Are we still going in the right direction?

I think so. I mean, we have to be.

Come on...we can cross underneath it, at least.

I feel like I'm losing my mind. Why is this place so familiar?
DO YOU RECOGNIZE ANYTHING NOW?

I...WE...WE HAVE TO KEEP GOING.

IF WE JUST KEEP GOING, I KNOW WE'LL FIND SOMETHING...I KNOW WE WILL...
STARCLAN, SAVE ME...

HOW ABOUT THAT? IS THAT TREE SOMETHING YOU RECOGNIZE?

HURRY UP, GRAYSTRIPES! YOU'RE TOO SLOW!

I'LL SHOW YOU WHO'S TOO SLOW, AND IT WON'T BE ME!
THAT’S THE GREAT SYCAMORE.

GRAYstripe! SLOW DOWN!

OH NO...NO NO NO NO NO...

GRAYstripe...?

WE’RE HERE, MILLIE. THIS IS IT. THIS IS THE THUNDERCLAN CAMP.

I...I DON’T UNDERSTAND...
MY HOME IS GONE.

AND SO IS MY CLAN.
WARRIORS
WARRIOR'S RETURN
My name is Graystripe. I'm a warrior of ThunderClan.

I was taken by the Twolegs and forced to live like a kittpet... and when I finally got the chance to get away...

...I realized I was lost. I didn't know how to get back to my clanmates.

This is Millie. She was a kittpet, but she left her life behind to come with me. And now, at last...

...we've come back to my home.

Oh, Graystripe... I'm so sorry...
EVERYTHING’S SMASHED... WRECKED... DESTROYED.

THE HIGHROCK...

...THE FERN TUNNEL...

...THE APPRENTICES’ DEN...
...even the elders’ tree.

Everything I've ever known... my whole life.

torn to pieces.

Only the medicine cats’ den made it through.

Part of me thinks, maybe if I go to sleep here, I’ll wake up and everything will be back to normal.

everything will be good again.
Graystripe? Are you all right?

Scoot over a little, will you?

No point in sleeping on the cold ground if we don’t have to.

They talk with Starclan. They’re the ones who give us messages... prophecies.

At first I think I can take my mind off things by telling Millie about the clan’s medicine cats.
How they treated our wounds... healed the sick... interpreted dreams...

She listens closely, but then it all hits me again. My home is gone. Destroyed... by Twolegs.

Starclan forgive me... I hate them so much.

It'll be all right, Graystripe. We'll get through this.

You should try to get some sleep. Okay?

Millie's sweet. I know she cares about me.

But I won't be sleeping tonight.
IT'S THE COLD THAT WAKES ME.

Millie?

UH?

Millie?

There she is. So she hasn't left me and my crazy quest behind.
MILLIE? WHAT'RE YOU DOING UP HERE?

IT'S TIME TO GO.

WHERE?

BACK TO YOUR TWOLEGS?

NO, SILLY. TIME TO GO FIND YOUR CLAN, OF COURSE.
LOOK, EVERYTHING YOU'VE TOLD ME—ALL THE TRADITIONS, THE RITUALS, THE WARRIOR CODE...

THAT'S NOT ATTACHED TO A PLACE. THAT LIVES IN THE CATS THEMSELVES.

YES, YOUR HOME'S GONE. BUT THAT DOESN'T MEAN YOUR CLAN IS! THE WARRIOR CODE IS STILL OUT THERE. STILL ALIVE.

BUT... THEY'VE DISAPPEARED. THE TWOLES PROBABLY STOLE THEM.

EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM?

COME ON...

SHOULDN'T YOU BE MORE CERTAIN BEFORE YOU THINK ABOUT GIVING UP?
MILLIE’S WORDS STICK IN MY HEAD AS WE GO OUT TO HUNT ONE LAST TIME.

SHE’S RIGHT.
I CAN’T GIVE UP YET.

NOT ON THUNDERCLAN.
Thank you, StarClan, for this fresh-kill that has given its life to us.

And... thank you...

...thank you for all the prey that was ever caught here. Thank you for the forest.

It was a fine home.
SO... WHERE TO NOW?

THAT'S A GOOD QUESTION. I'VE GOT TO FIND FIRESTAR AGAIN. HE'D NEVER STOP SEARCHING FOR ME.

BUT ALL I KNOW IS THAT SOME OF MY CLANMATES CAME BACK FROM THE SUN-DROWN-PLACE WITH A MESSAGE...

WE GO WEST.

...THAT A DYING WARRIOR WOULD SHOW THEM THE WAY TO A NEW HOME.

THAT'S THE BEST I CAN DO.
But first I have to see.

I can only imagine how peaceful it must have been here.

See what they’ve done to our land.
WELL... MOSTLY. YES.

WE LIVED OUR LIVES IN THIS PLACE... SOME OF THE MEMORIES HURT.

SILVERSTREAM... IT'S NOT BAD ENOUGH THAT I LOST YOU HERE.

NOW I'VE LOST EVERYTHING ELSE.
Hey... what's that out there?

I... I can't tell. That's WindClan territory.

Let's go and look.

I'm sorry... but I can't leave until I know what's happened to each Clan.

Huh?
THE LAND OF RIVERCLAN HASN'T REALLY BEEN TOUCHED...

...BUT THAT DOESN'T MATTER.

IT'S BETTER THAT THEY'RE ALL GONE.

WITHOUT THE WATER AND THE FISH, THE CATS WOULD HAVE STARVED TO DEATH.
Look at it... The Twolegs tore down everything.

Graystripe...?

The four great oaks are gone. All of it...

...to make this.

...where should we go?

Everything we worked for... hoped for...
I know that place.

Millie doesn't complain.

We have to sneak past these sleeping monsters...fight our way through the mud...and she never says a word.

I'm lucky to have her with me.
WHY ARE WE COMING HERE, AGAIN?

WELL... REMEMBER THE OTHER BARN CATS I MENTIONED, BACK WITH HUSKER AND MOSS AND SPLASH?

WHO'S THERE?

GRAYSTRIPES?

WELL, THIS IS WHO I WAS TALKING ABOUT.

IT'S ME, GRAYSTRIPES!

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! IT'S SO GOOD TO SEE YOU!
Firestar said you'd been captured by Twolegs.

You've seen Firestar?

Yes! He came through here with all four clans, on their way out of the forest!

My heart practically stops for a second. It's true!

They're alive! My clan, Firestar, they're all still alive!
THE DYING WARRIOR? WHO WAS IT?

NOT A LIVING WARRIOR. IT WAS A SHOOTING STAR, THE LIGHT OF ONE OF OUR WARRIOR ANCESTORS FICKERING OUT, FAR ON THE HORIZON.

DO YOU KNOW WHERE THEY WENT?

TOWARD THE SETTING SUN. I WENT WITH THEM AS FAR AS HIGHSTONES, WHICH IS WHERE BRAMBLECLAW RECEIVED A SIGN...

SO--HOW WERE THEY? HOW DID THEY SEEM?

THIN... SCARED... BUT THEY HAD FAITH.

THEY KNEW STARCLAN WOULD LEAD THEM TO THEIR NEW HOME.

THEY ASKED ME TO GO WITH THEM.

BUT THIS IS MY HOME NOW... PLUS I KNEW I COULD SEND YOU THEIR WAY, IF I EVER SAW YOU.
HOW LONG AGO WAS THIS? WHEN YOU SAW THEM?

OH... THAT WAS... SEASONS AGO. MANY SEASONS AGO.

THEY WERE ALIVE WHEN RAVENPAW SAW THEM, BUT SO MUCH TIME HAS PASSED...!

THEY COULD HAVE BEEN BROKEN UP BY DISASTERS... OR JUST SCATTERED... OR FOUGHT AMONG THEMSELVES AGAIN.

IT BARELY EVEN REGISTERS WHEN RAVENPAW ASKS US IF WE WANT TO STAY THE NIGHT IN THE BARN.

BARLEY! HEY! YOU HERE?

WHO'S THIS?

DON'T WORRY, BARLEY, THAT'S GRAYSTRIPES, MY OLD FRIEND FROM THUNDERCLAN.
AND THIS IS HIS FRIEND MILLIE.

GRAYSTRIPES...
WOW. IT'S BEEN A WHILE, HASN'T IT?

I GUESS IT HAS.
YOU LOOK WELL.

AND, UH... MILLIE, RIGHT?
WELCOME TO THE BARN.

WOULD YOU, UH, DO YOU WANT ME TO CATCH A MOUSE FOR YOU? WE HAVE PLENTY.

I APPRECIATE THE GESTURE, BARLEY, BUT I'M PERFECTLY CAPABLE OF HUNTING FOR MYSELF.
AND SINCE YOU SAY YOU HAVE PLENTY...

...I'LL JUST TAKE ONE NOW.

THOSE ARE THUNDERCLAN HUNTING TECHNIQUES, AREN'T THEY?

SHE LEARNED QUICKLY.

I'M IMPRESSED. SHE'LL FIT IN WITH YOUR CLAN WELL, WON'T SHE?

IF WE CAN FIND THEM... YES, I EXPECT SHE WILL.
There's a nip in the air as we leave the next morning.

Nobody talks much. But there's a lot that's left unsaid. Lots of words, lots of feelings.

Ravenpaw and Barley only agree to go with us up to Highstones.

After that they're going back to their farm... and we're on our own.
WE’VE COME A LONG WAY…
BUT I GUESS WE’VE STILL GOT
A LONG WAY TO GO, DON’T WE?

I DON’T KNOW
FOR SURE. BUT IT’S
POSSIBLE, YEAH.

AND IT’LL BE WORTH IT, WON’T
IT? IF EVERYTHING I’VE LEARNED ABOUT
THUNDERCLAN AND THE WARRIOR CODE
IS TRUE…

WE LEAVE MY TWO FRIENDS
BEHIND, AND I CAN HEAR
MILLIE’S WORDS AGAIN.

IT WILL DEFINITELY
BE WORTH IT.

IT WILL BE WORTH IT.
OF COURSE IT WILL.

YOU OKAY?

YEAH. YEAH, I’M FINE.
IT’S JUST…

...HE WAS MY LAST
CONNECTION TO THE
FOREST.
It's not too long before we get to this foul, awful place... the place where we found WindClan when they went into hiding.

A place that represents everything I've come to hate.

Don't worry, Millie. We don't have to cross any of it. I know a way.

Talking with RavenPaw reminded me even more of what it means to be part of ThunderClan.

It's time I embraced that.
STINKING TWOLEG TUNNELS LIKE THIS...

...STINKING TWO LEGS THEMSELVES...
NONE OF THIS IS FIT FOR A CLAN CAT. NOT FOR A WARRIOR.

I’VE GOT TO START DISTANCING MYSELF FROM ALL OF IT.
I DON'T EVEN STOP TO THINK FOR A SECOND THAT MILLIE MIGHT NOT FEEL THE SAME WAY.

I'M GETTING PRETTY HUNGRY. ARE YOU HUNGRY?

OH! HEY! THERE'S NO NEED!

Yeah, I am, now that you mention it. Come on, let's hunt.

Huh? What do you mean?

I bet that twoleg nest will have food. In fact, I think I see a cat flap in the back door, so we can--
YOU CAN’T BE SERIOUS! YOU WANT TO GO INTO A TWOLEG NEST?

WELL... YEAH.

YOU DID SAY YOU WERE HUNGRY, DIDN’T YOU?

YES. SO WE HUNT. THAT’S WHAT WARRIORS OF THUNDERCLAN DO, THEY HUNT.

THEY DON’T SNEAK INTO PLACES AND EAT TWOLEG PELLETS.

YOU’RE—YOU’RE NOT JOKING, ARE YOU?
YOU BETTER BELIEVE I'M NOT JOKING! WE'RE GOING TO JOIN MY CLAN, MILLIE, NOT GO OFF AND BE KITTYPETS.

CLAN CATS HUNT.

SO COME ON. I THINK I SMELLED SOME MICE OVER THIS WAY.
I'm glad Millie saw things my way today.

As I'm falling asleep I can't help but wonder...did Firestar and the rest of the clan cats sleep here?

I don't smell them, but it was so long ago.

That night I dream of all the cats...wandering, hungry, desperate...
...begging Starclan to guide them to safety.

In the back of my mind I knew I'm going to wake up exhausted.
Wow, that’s... well, there’s a lot of them, aren’t there?

We’ll be through in no time.

And you don’t want to go around, why, exactly?

Because it would take too long. There’s no need.

Besides, going around your way means using a twoleg path.
OH, THAT'S RIGHT. IT'S WRONG EVEN TO THINK ABOUT USING SOMETHING MADE BY TWOLEGs NOW, ISN'T IT?

THAT'S RIGHT.

WELL, I DIDN'T SEE YOU COMPLAINING TOO MUCH WHEN YOU LIVED WITH TWOLEGs.

AND I WAS WRONG TO DO THOSE THINGS.

YOU ATE THEIR FOOD. YOU LET THEM PET YOU.

I'M A WARRIOR. I NEED TO LIVE BY THE WARRIOR CODE.

SO LET'S STOP WASTING TIME AND GET ACROSS THIS FIELD.
QUIET... QUIET... NO PROBLEM AT ALL...

BARH ARH ARH ARH!

ARRAROWF! RARRAROWF!

ARRAROWF! RARRAROWF!

THOSE DOGS ARE PANICKING THE SHEEP!
GO GO GO!

HAAH... HAAH... HAAH...

YOU OKAY?

NO, I'M NOT OKAY!

YOU SEE WHAT YOUR STUBBORNNESS DID? YOU SEE WHAT YOU ALMOST COST US?

YOU ALMOST GOT US KILLED!

COME ON.

I WANT TO GET A LOT MORE GROUND COVERED BEFORE DARK.
I know Millie’s mad at me. But I can’t waver. Can’t budge.

If I lose sight of what it means to be a warrior again, I...

...well, I just can’t.

...Can I?
Wow... Graystripe, I've never seen so many monsters in one place before.

Have you?

Repairs

No.

And I don't like it.
But we need to hunt, and there's probably plenty of mice around those little barns.

Follow me... and just be careful, okay?

I don't want either of us getting hit by one of those things.

This is weird. Not like any barn I've ever seen.

Hey! Look up there!
IS HE DEAD?

NO.

I CAN SEE HIM BREATHING.

WE SHOULD PROBABLY ASK HIM IF HE'S SEEN--

OH, THANK GOODNESS.
WHAT? WHAT IS IT?

OVER THERE.

...AND WHERE THERE'S A CAT FLAP--AS I'VE STATED BEFORE--

Yeah. Twoleg food.

That's a cat flap...

There's food.

Disgusting little pellets, like rabbit droppings.
Oh, you— you just— fine.

Have it your way.
You want to stay out here, see if you can maybe catch something to eat? Fine.

But I'm having dinner.

She just doesn't understand, is all. She wasn't raised in a clan. She doesn't get it.

I tell myself that over and over while she's in there.

...for a long time.

I'm full as a tick. Just walked right in, had a seat, and ate till I couldn't eat any more.

Told you so.

Are you sure you're not hungry enough to go in there...?
I DON'T KNOW IF IT'S BECAUSE I AM HUNGRY... OR IF I'M JUST TIRED OF ARGUING... BUT SUDDENLY I DON'T HAVE THE ENERGY.

OKAY. OKAY. YOU WIN. I'LL GO AND EAT.

HMM. WELL... THAT IS A LOT OF FOOD. JUST SITTING THERE, WAITING FOR ME...

PURRRRRRR...

YOU'RE NOT DIESEL! YOU GET OUT OF HERE, YOU LOUSY STRAY!
GO ON! THAT'S NOT FOR YOU! GO ON, GET OUT!

RRRRRREEEEHHRRR!

LOOK, I didn't know that was going to happen, I swear. Nobody bothered me when I was in there. I'm really sorry.

DID YOU... AHEM, DID YOU AT LEAST GET TO EAT ENOUGH?

DID I--

NO, I didn't get to eat enough! I barely had two bites of that revolting garbage you call food!

AND YOU KNOW WHY I should've known? Because you suggested it!

I should've known! I should've known going into a twoleg place would be a disaster!

YOU'RE NO WARRIOR. YOU'RE STILL A KITTYPET! TWOLEGS AND KITTYPET FOOD AND... AND CAT FLAPS... THEY'RE FOR YOU, NOT ME!
I don't even know why you're here! You should be off asleep on some cushion somewhere!

Graystripe...you don't mean those things...

You don't think so? Well, you don't know--

Ah!

Whump

Graystripe!
OH NO, OH NO, GRAYSTRIPE, GRAYSTRIPE, CAN YOU HEAR ME?

GRAYSTRIPE, WAKE UP, YOU'VE GOT TO WAKE UP!

NNHHN... HHRRRRN...

HERE.

LET ME.
THANK YOU--I--

JUST NEED TO GET HIM INSIDE HERE.

IS HE--HE'S NOT, PLEASE DON'T LET HIM, DON'T LET HIM BE--
HE’S NOT DEAD, DON’T WORRY. I DON’T EVEN THINK HE’S THAT BADLY HURT.

THE TRUCK WASN’T GOING VERY FAST, AND IT JUST KNOCKED HIM BACKWARD.

I’VE SEEN OTHER CATS GET BACK UP FROM A LOT WORSE...

NAME’S DIESEL, BY THE WAY. WHAT’S YOURS?

HEY, WELCOME BACK, BRO.

I GOT BREAKFAST. MY TREAT.

THANKS.
This is Diesel, Graystripe. He lives here--this place is called a "truckstop."

He's going to let us stay here for a few days, until you get better.

DID YOU ASK HIM IF HE'S SEEN THE CLAN CATS?

Yeah, she told me all about how you two are looking for your friends. Sorry, bro, I haven't seen 'em.

Lots of cats passing through...everybody here's just passing through...but nobody like you're describing.

I told him we were heading toward the setting sun.

Right. What you're gonna want to do is take the road. It'll point you straight at the sea.
THE "SEA"?
WHAT'S THAT?

I'VE NEVER BEEN MYSELF, BUT I'VE HEARD IT TALKED ABOUT.

IT'S LIKE THE BIGGEST STRETCH OF WATER YOU'VE EVER SEEN... AND THE SUN DROPS DOWN BEHIND IT EVERY NIGHT.

IN AN INSTANT I REALIZE HE'S TALKING ABOUT THE SUN-DROWN-PLACE.

THAT'S IT! THAT'S WHERE WE NEED TO GO.

THANKS FOR THE FOOD AND SHELTER, DIESEL, BUT WE'LL BE ON OUR WAY NOW.

HEY, NOW, GRAYSTRIPES, YOU'VE GOT HEART--AND LOTS OF IT, BRO, YOU'VE GOT MY RESPECT--

BUT YOU JUST GOT HIT BY A TRUCK.

LUFF

YOU'RE NOT GOIN' ANYWHERE. AT LEAST NOT FOR A WHILE.
RELAX, OKAY?
YOUR FRIEND AND I'LL MAKE SURE YOU GET ALL FIXED UP.

AS MUCH AS IT IRRITATES ME TO ADMIT, DIESEL'S RIGHT. MY SHOULDER'S NOT BROKEN, BUT IT HURTS A LOT.

WHEN HE LEADS US OUTSIDE, I'M LIMPING SO BAD I FEEL LIKE AN ELDER.

DON'T WORRY, GRAYSTRIPES. I'LL CATCH US SOMETHING.

AND NOW, NOT ONLY DO I HAVE TO COMPETE WITH THIS--THIS OTHER CAT...
...but a former kittpet's a better hunter than I am.

GOTCHA!

WHOA.

I don't feel very lucky, not right at the moment.

She's really good!

I hope you know how lucky you are, bro.
BUT THEN I START TO REALIZE SOMETHING. I'VE BEEN THINKING IT ALL ALONG...

...BUT I DON'T THINK I'VE EVER ACTUALLY TOLD MILLIE HOW I FEEL ABOUT HER.

DIESEL'S RIGHT. I AM LUCKY.

BUT THEN--RIGHT WHEN I DECIDE TO TRY TO TELL HER--

AFTERNOON, FOLKS.

HEY, MILLIE, I TRIED THAT STALKING THING YOU SHOWED ME. IT WORKED GREAT. THANKS.

NO TROUBLE AT ALL, DIESEL. I'LL BE HAPPY TO TEACH YOU MORE IF YOU'D LIKE.
I've felt lost before... I've been lost before. But never like this.

Now I feel like I'm lost, just sitting here.

After all this time, I've made up my mind to talk to Millie... really talk to her...

...or she's acting like a medicine cat and telling me to rest.

...and every chance I get, either Diesel's there...
I'm not even sure how many days go by like this. I just know I'm frustrated beyond words.

How can you tell?

That one's just come from the sea.

It smells like salt and fish.

That one's from the sea, too.

The young twolegs use those boards for something. They go to the sea, and their skin's one color...

...then when they come back, they smell like the sea, and they've gotten darker, and they always yelp a lot.

 Aren't you ever curious? Don't you want to see this place yourself?

 Nah. I just do my own thing, y'know? And my thing is here.

I barely pay diesel any attention. I don't know how he can stand living here, surrounded by the twolegs and their monsters.
How's my favorite patient?

I brought us a snack to share.

Thank you.
I really appreciate it, but you know, I can hunt again. My shoulder's a lot better.

I know.

I just like doing nice things for you.

This is it! This is perfect. Deep breaths...just say the words. Say the words.

Yes, actually I--

Millie...did you...do you ever want to tell someone something, but you're not really sure how to say it?

Because I've been--

Oh, I'm so sorry! I just ran right over you there.

Okay, well...now, I know you're going to think this is crazy. And maybe it is a little bit, but hear me out.

All right...

No, no...you go ahead.

We could get to the sea by riding on one of the monsters!
THE MONSTERS GO REALLY FAST, RIGHT? AND WE NEED TO GET TO THE SEA. AND YOUR SHOULDER'S STILL SORE, RIGHT?

EXCUSE ME?

SO EVEN IF WE WALKED, WE'D HAVE TO GO SLOW BECAUSE YOU'RE HURT, BUT IF WE RODE ON A MONSTER WE'D GET THERE IN NO TIME!

B-BUT, BUT THAT'S, IT'S, YOU'RE--YOU'RE OUT OF YOUR MIND, RIDING ON A MONSTER?

WHAT'RE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

I THINK IT COULD WORK.

I'VE BEEN THINKING ABOUT IT FOR A WHILE, AND I THINK IT'S A PRETTY GOOD IDEA.
SO I SEE YOU'VE ALREADY DISCUSSED THIS WITH HIM.

WELL... JUST... ONLY BECAUSE HE KNOWS SO MUCH MORE ABOUT THE MONSTERS THAN WE DO.

ARE YOU, I--I DIDN'T MEAN TO MAKE YOU MAD...

IT'S TOO DANGEROUS! DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?

GRAYSTRIPE...

I'VE BEEN INSIDE ONE OF THOSE THINGS, TOO. PROBABLY A LOT MORE THAN YOU HAVE.

I'VE BEEN INSIDE ONE OF THOSE THINGS! WE COULD GET KILLED!

I KNOW IT'S DANGEROUS.

BUT FOR YOU, I'M WILLING TO TAKE THE RISK.
I just need some time, all right?

Just--just give me a little bit. I have to think.

Starclan, help me. It's too much.

More than living with the twolegs...more than helping the barn cats, even more than saving that little twoleg kit.

The twolegs destroyed my entire way of life.

After coming all this way and trying my best to live like a true warrior...

...I'm supposed to use a twoleg monster to rejoin my clan? Isn't that just spitting on the warrior code?

How could I do that...and still be a warrior? Still be me?
IT TAKES ALL NIGHT FOR ME TO MAKE UP MY MIND, AND I'M STILL NOT CONVINCED IT'S THE RIGHT CHOICE.

BUT I THINK ABOUT MILLIE... AND FIRESTAR... AND I KNOW IT'S A CHOICE I HAVE TO MAKE.

AND THE LITTLE ONE, THERE'S NOWHERE TO HOLD ON. THE TWOLEGs WOULD SEE YOU.

NAH, THAT ONE'S NO GOOD. IT'S BEEN THERE, BUT IT'S HEADING AWAY FROM THE SEA NOW.

SO WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

AHA!

IT'S GOT THE BOARDS. IT'S HEADED TOWARD THE SEA. AND YOU CAN HIDE IN THE BACK PART WITHOUT EVER BEING SEEN.

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THAT.

A PERFECT CHOICE, IF I DO SAY SO MYSELF.
THANK YOU, DIESEL. YOU’VE BEEN FANTASTIC TO US.

YEAH. THANK YOU.

YOU COULD ALWAYS COME WITH US, YOU KNOW.

NAH, I BELONG HERE. MEANT TO BE A LONER.

I CAN’T BELIEVE I’M DOING THIS...

BESIDES, I MEET TOO MANY INTERESTING CATS TO GIVE THIS UP.

HURRY NOW, OR THE MONSTERS WILL LEAVE YOU BEHIND.

GOOD-BYE!

I REALLY CAN’T BELIEVE I’M DOING THIS...!
ALL RIGHT! WE DID IT! GRAYSTRIPE, WE DID IT! I'M SO PROUD OF YOU!

GRAYSTRIPE? ARE YOU OKAY?

I'M FINE...

...JUST BASKING IN ALL THE PRIDE...

OH, IT'S AMAZING! HAVE YOU EVER FELT THE WIND IN YOUR FUR LIKE THIS?

IT'S LIKE RUNNING FASTER THAN I'VE EVER RUN BEFORE!

WEEEEEEEEE!
IT FEELS LIKE WE'RE SLOWING DOWN.

ARE WE THERE?

OH... NO, THIS CAN'T BE IT. I DON'T SEE ANY WATER ANYWHERE.

HARE HILL INN

I GUESS THE TWO-LEGS ARE STOPPING FOR THE NIGHT. BETTER GET OUT BEFORE THEY SEE US. LET'S TRY TO HUNT.

WHEREVER WE ARE, I HATE IT. THE BEST WE CAN DO IS A FILTHY RAT, AND THE WATER OUT OF A MUD PUDDLE.
The whole place smells like crow-food. I'm amazed Millie can sleep.

I still want to talk to her... I need to, but not here.

Not yet.

Besides, I can't shake the feeling that we're being watched.

Graystripe?

What's wrong?

Kittypets. I can tell by their scent alone, we're being attacked by kittypets. At first I'm more annoyed than anything...

Klang

...but I realize these aren't pampered weaklings. These are more like Duke. I get ready to fight, and fight hard. But then...
WAIT, WAIT, WAIT! THERE'S NO NEED FOR ANY VIOLENCE! WE'RE JUST PASSING THROUGH!

YES--PASSING THROUGH OUR TERRITORY. WE DON'T WANT YOUR KIND HERE.

"YOUR KIND?" BUT I AM YOUR KIND! I LIVED WITH TWOLEG S UNTIL JUST A FEW DAYS AGO!

LIES!

YOU HAVE THE SCENT OF THE WILDERNESS! YOU'RE A WILD CAT, JUST LIKE THIS OTHER ONE!

AND WE WON'T LET YOU TAKE OUR HUNTS AND OUR KILLS AWAY FROM US!

I'M A LITTLE WORRIED--AT FIRST.
But we’ve fought a fight like this before, and won.

We’re just about to win again...

...when one of these miserable kitty pets catches me right on my bad shoulder.

The pain is so intense, I’m afraid I’m going to black out. But that doesn’t happen. What does happen...

...is that I get very angry.
IT DIDN’T HAVE TO HAPPEN LIKE THIS, YOU KNOW! WE TRIED TO BE REASONABLE!

THEN, JUST WHEN I THINK I’LL HAVE A CHANCE TO CATCH MY BREATH AND SEE HOW BADLY MY SHOULDER’S HURT...

...MILLIE SAVES OUR HIDES ONCE AGAIN.

GRAYSTONE, OUR MONSTER’S LEAVING!

CHUKA CHUKA CHUKA

I TAKE OFF AFTER HER, MOVING AS FAST AS I CAN...

HURRY!
...But my shoulder is killing me. Stupid KittyPet hurt it, and I haven't pushed it this hard since I got hit.

Come on, Graystripe!

You can make it! I know you can make it!

RRRAAOWWRR!

Hold on! Hold on, I'll help you!

Yes!
I CAN BARELY TALK ONCE I GET BACK ONTO THE MONSTER WITH MILLIE.

NOW MY PAW AND MY SHOULDER HURT SO MUCH I'M TOO DISTRACTED TO TALK.

OR...WELL...THAT MIGHT JUST BE AN EXCUSE...

GRAYSTRIPE! GRAYSTRIPE!

WHY CAN'T I TELL MILLIE HOW I FEEL? WHY IS THIS SO HARD?

HUH? WHAT?

LOOK!

WHAT? WHAT DO YOU SEE?
WE'RE STOPPING AGAIN.
SHOULD WE...
I DON'T KNOW...

SHOULD WE GET CLOSER?

I DON'T EVEN KNOW HOW LONG WE STAND THERE, STARING OUT AT THE WATER. I'VE GOT NO WORDS TO DESCRIBE IT.

FINALLY MILLIE BREAKS THE SILENCE.

WHAT NOW?

UH...WELL...
They wouldn't settle in a twolegplace.

But there...

Come on. It's that way. Now that we're here...

...I can almost feel it.
EVERYTHING'S SO QUIET AS WE ENTER THE FOREST. NO TWOLEGS... NO MONSTERS.

BUT THE QUIET DOESN'T LAST FOR LONG.

DID YOU HEAR THAT?

YEAH.

FOLLOW ME.
YOU THERE!

RAAAOOW!

HEY, WAIT! WAIT A MINUTE!

I SAID WAIT!

OKAY, OKAY! TAKE THE MOUSE! YOU CAN HAVE IT!
The Mou--?

No, no, no, listen. We don't want the mouse. The mouse is yours.

Uh... okay then... what do you want?

Have you seen a large group of cats come through here?

Large... uh... large group... let me think...

Oh, wait--yeah! Yeah, there's a big group over this ridge... but I wouldn't go over there if I were you.

I've heard they eat bones!

Bones! That's the same silly rumor Kittypets were spreading about me!
DO YOU REALLY THINK IT'S THEM? DO YOU REALLY THINK WE'VE FINALLY FOUND YOUR CLAN?

FOR A SECOND I'M SCARED TO ANSWER HER...SCARED TO BE DISAPPOINTED AGAIN.

BUT THEN...

THEN I'M STARING DOWN AT A LAKE, AND I KNOW. WE'VE DONE IT. WE'VE FOUND THEM.

PRAISE STARCLAN...

MILLIE, I--I THINK I CAN SEE CATS MOVING DOWN THERE ON THAT LITTLE ISLAND!
THAT WOULD...THAT WOULD MAKE SENSE...

WOW...IT'S BEAUTIFUL...
ARE YOU READY? SHOULD WE GO DOWN?
ACTUALLY...MILLIE... I WANT TO TALK WITH YOU FIRST.

YEAH?

UH-OH...THIS LOOKS SERIOUS.

I'VE BEEN TRYING TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO SAY THIS... OR WHEN TO SAY THIS... FOR DAYS NOW.

MILLIE, I...I KNOW I'VE BEEN HARD TO DEAL WITH. AND I KNOW THIS LIFE CAN BE HARD.
BUT I COULDN'T HAVE MADE IT HERE WITHOUT YOU. YOU SAVED MY LIFE, BUT...MORE THAN THAT...YOU SAVED MY SOUL.

YOU FOUND ME WHEN I WAS LOST, AND YOU BROUGHT ME BACK TO WHO I REALLY WAS.

I'VE ALREADY SAID I WANT YOU TO JOIN THUNDERCLAN WITH ME, BUT I NEED YOU TO KNOW HOW I FEEL...

GRAYSTRIPE... TO BE WITH YOU...

...AND I HOPE YOU'LL FEEL THE SAME WAY, MILLIE...

...I WANT YOU TO STAND BY MY SIDE...AS MY MATE.

THAT'S WHAT I'VE WANTED SINCE I FIRST LAID EYES ON YOU.
WE DON'T TALK AGAIN AS WE MOVE DOWN TOWARD THE WATER.

WE DON'T HAVE TO.

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A VERY LONG TIME...

...MAYBE FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER...
I know exactly where I am and exactly where I'm going.

I'm not.

Graystripe?

There's no need to be scared.

It's just... this is big. You know?

I know.

All right. Let's go.

Be careful on the tree, okay? It looks like it might be slippery.
I DON'T REALLY KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN MILLIE AND I GET TO THE ISLAND. COULD BE NOTHING. COULD BE ANYTHING.

BUT WHAT WE DO FIND...
...is everything.

Graystripe?
GRAYSTONE! YOU FOUND US! I KNEW IT, I KNEW YOU WOULD!

FIRESTAR... EVERYONE...I HAVEN'T COME ALONE.

THERE'S SOMEONE HERE I WANT YOU ALL TO MEET.
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